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George W. Bush Assumes the U.S. Presidency at the 2001 Inauguration

Protesters line the street creating a bumpy road to the White House for President Bush

By - Nic Evans

Demonstrators lined the streets of President George W. Bush’s inauguration parade on Saturday. Officials said the protests were the largest at an inauguration since President Richard Nixon assumed the office in 1972. Protesters had all sorts of agendas but seemed united by anger over the contested election and mistrust of the new president. Elsewhere in the United States, more than 10,000 protesters gathered in San Francisco and Los Angeles. In police arrests at demonstration site, told CNN, have been charged mostly for throw- ing debris. Some protesters carried placards with slogans such as “Bush — Racism,” “Gone Lieberman, No To Bush” and “That’s Not My Bush” along the parade route to protest the inauguration.

One group of about 100 noisy demonstrators lined Pennsylvania Avenue carrying signs with slogans such as “Hail to the Thief” and “Selected Not Elected.” “I think it’s important to remember the upcoming administration the country does not want a right-wing mandate,” said protester Mary Ann Cummings of Chicago. “They didn’t vote for a right-wing mandate.”

THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS DIVERSITY IS KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE

By - Senna Mohamed-Saeed

The J & W United Ensemble Gospel Choir had the Papa John audience divining in their seats with the excitement and sense of freedom. On Wednesday, January 17, J & W came together to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King’s Birthday as a national holiday. January 15th, 2001 marked the 50th year of this celebration, which honors Dr. King as a great leader, and the foremost civil rights activist of the 20th Century.

Dr. King, by his teaching, his example, and his leadership, helped to move America closer to the ideals on which it was founded. He reached beyond prejudice, ignorance, and fear to touch the soul of this country.

In honor of Dr. King, Juan Soto, FI State President of FBI/Phi Beta Lambda opened the program and the J&W United Ensemble Gospel Choir, directed by Yakini Johnson, marched in the Freedom Song Processional singing, “I Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around.” Following the thundering applause, Bernard Pitts-Wiley, assistant director of the Office Of Campus Diversity, welcomed the audience to the annual “We Celebrate Dr. King” event on behalf of the co-sponsors, including the Office Of Campus Diversity, the Multicultural Center, the NAACP, the National Society of Minorities in Hospitality (NSMH), and the International Club. The Master of Ceremony, Ephrem Shelby, Multicultural Senator and the Mistress of Ceremony, Esther Slack, NAACP President were introduced by Sigma Gamma Rho, Speaker of the House and Student Body Senator Mike Besen.

As the Gospel Choir began a rousing rendition of “Lift Every Voice And Sing,” the diverse crowd of more than 200 J&W students, executive committee members, administrators, deans, department heads, faculty, staff, and Rhode Island community members, united in an overwhelming response-many of them rose to their feet clapping. As this special event continued, Senna Mohamed-Saeed, Vice President of Phi Beta Lambda and office assistant of OccD, presented an educational power point presentation on the life of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Bernard Pitts-Wiley read a poem titled “Medgar Evans,” written by Ricardo Pitts-Wiley. Continued on page 2

Tips for the Flu Season

By - Jen Makkel

All Johnson and Wales students know the worst thing that can happen to you is a cold. The 9th week of class is to get sick and guess what you have no absences left. One common reason for missing class in the winter is being sick, specifically with the flu. Worse than a common cold, the flu hits you harder and stays longer. Here’s some more information about this dreaded sickness, and what you can do to try to combat it.

The flu , also known as influenza, is an illness that attacks your respiratory system. The flu is passed from person to person through any respiratory discharge, specifically from coughing or sneezing. Some symptoms of the flu might include: fever, cough, stuffy or runny nose, headache, muscle pain, chills and nausea. These are the most common symptoms, but there are more severe ones, like nosebleeds and stiff joints. The people most likely to come down with the flu are the elderly, people with lung diseases, healthcare workers, and people that live in an institutional setting (this means you, dorm students!). The flu strikes about 7 in 1,000.

The easiest way to keep from being infected with the flu is to get a flu shot. The best time to get it is about 9-12 months ahead of the flu season. This shot has between a 60 and 70 percent chance of working for you.

Once you get it, the best way to get rid of the flu is to rest. It’s kind of hard for most college students, but really is the easiest thing to do. Riprofyllin is the best way to fight the flu once you have it. Contrary to popular belief, taking antibiotics will not help you get rid of the flu, it might actually make it worse. There are some new prescriptions out in the market, but they will only shorten the length of the flu by a day or two.

There are some pretty bad things that can happen if you don’t take care of the flu. Things like pneumonia, bronchitis and another bacterial infection.

Basically, if you are around people that already have the flu, the best ways to keep from catching it are to make sure that they don’t sneeze or cough too close to you, and to try to get as much sleep as possible. Those things, coupled with getting the flu shot ahead of the season, are the best ways to stay healthy in the cold weather.
Remembering the King in me....

By Shawna Whisnott
Sidelines (Middle Tennessee State U.)

When I was about eight or nine years old, my mother bought me a book. All my life I've been a reader so I was excited to get a new book. I was even more excited once I saw that the book was about the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

I was so excited that I read it all in one day. Then I read it again. While my broth- er, cousins and friends played football outside, I was in my room reading about one of my heroes. Up to that particular point, I had seen Dr. King on television and learned about him in school but to have my very own book (with pictures) just made my day.

In the book I read about how as a young man, Martin would read everything he could get his hands on. Books, newspapers, etc. I wanted to be just like him, so at eight years old, I started reading the newspaper.

I read about how Martin graduated high school at 15 and I wanted to do the same thing. You should've seen the smile on my teacher's face when I asked her how I could go about skipping a few grades. She chuckled a little bit but I was stone-faced serious. What can I say? I had a good head, he had a heart.

I read about how Martin went to Morehouse College and of course I instantly wanted to go there, although I didn't think that I'd have a chance. He was a little ahead of me, but it was fascinating to see he could be a part of the struggle. I turned into a little activist right after that. It's kind of funny when I think about it. I was this 9-year-old kid with skinny legs and a big heart (characteristics I still have at age 21), writing and reciting speeches. I was so dramatic, but I was serious and, even though it's kind of funny now, it works me that at that age, I'd already realized my life had purpose. I owe that to the people who have been an example in my life: my family, my pastor, my teachers and the late great Martin Luther King, Jr.

There are two main reasons for my choosing to tell this story. First and foremost is to give honor to Dr. King who dedicated his life to bringing together all God's people and for the impact he's had in my young life. Second, I want to point out that just as I held on to Dr. King's every word as a kid, some kids in my community actually hold on to my every word. You don't have to be Michael Jordan, Bill Clinton, Bill Gates or Oprah Winfrey to make a difference. Just be yourself and be an example to the world as Dr. King was so many people in the world, including yours truly.
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MTV is often accused of influencing young people with its programming. The network hopes its accusers are right—at least at this time.

The network's giddy decision to run 17 commercial-free hours of hate crime-related programming is an important step in educating the public. The show kicked off a year-long campaign to raise awareness of hate crimes.

The program consisted of reports of hate crimes committed in the nation that were read by celebrities. It was a simple show—the text of the story was on a gray background—but it was very effective.

The 17 hours were preceded by a movie about the murder of Matthew Shepard and a special, “Fight For Your Rights.”

On a network that has evolved from music videos to shows like “Undressed” and “TRL,” the hate crimes special must be commended. “Fight For Your Rights” takes an issue that people don’t like to talk about and places it in the spotlight. More importantly, the campaign is geared toward young people so they may make better choices in the future.

For that 17-hour block, every teen who tuned in to MTV looking for Carson Daly, Britney Spears or “The Real World” got this message instead: “Hate crimes begin with discrimination. Fight for your rights. Take a stand against discrimination.”

Especially now, as power is transferred between administrations in Washington, D.C., intolerance and hate issues need to be addressed. The numbers speak for themselves.

The FBI reported 9,477 hate crimes in the United States in 1995. Texas had the seventh-highest number, with 325 hate-motivated crimes reported. California led the nation with 1,751 cases. Since then, high-profile crimes, including the dragging death of James Byrd Jr. and Shepard’s murder, have put pressure on lawmakers to create hate-crime legislation.

MTV’s special did not shy from the sometimes-guesstimated details of the hate crimes. The programming paved the way for more discussion, and hopefully, for the public to continue the fight against hate.

The stories included in the program were not edited, giving the viewers a realistic picture of why hate crime is an issue of concern. The show produced a stark and refreshingly blunt look at these crimes. If MTV has the power of influence that critics claim, maybe its young viewers will decide to take a stand against hatred.

MTV managed to avoid stereotypes in its programming by presenting hate crimes committed by various races. One example was a 1999 case from Riverside, Calif., which showed that discrimination is not the problem of just one race. In Riverside, three Hispanic men are accused of beating up a black man in a racially motivated attack.

MTV did a good job of covering hate crimes that were not based on race. According to the FBI, the majority of offenses were directed at black offenders—6,181 whites (1,911) and male homosexuals (915).

A large part of the program’s success lies in its use of the Internet. The hate-crime special utilized television and the Internet in an informative and refreshing way. The show, which was as much about presenting public information that pushed the idea that hate-crime legislation needs to be addressed nationwide, included a chat room and, online, the program urged viewers to write President-elect George W. Bush and Congress.

“Fight For Your Rights is a great idea that follows the path of “Rock the Vote,” MTV’s voter-participation project. ABC, CBS and other stations should follow MTV’s example and try harder to give viewers information with social value.

It is unfortunate that such quality concepts as “Fight For Your Rights” are given worse time slots than shows such as “When Sex Goes Pop” and “Hip Hop, Lips and Gender Benders.”

At least it is a start.

Television and the Internet are increasingly becoming huge influences for younger generations. Taking advantage of that trend by putting social issues in the limelight is a goal all networks should strive for. Hopefully, MTV has the influence to begin change.

J & W Safety & Security Tip of the Week

Report Crime Immediately: The more time that passes when a crime is committed, the more likely it is to be reported, the less the chance for a satisfactory ending.

No one is exempt from crime: For crime to occur there must be ability, desire and opportunity. Taking away one of these three factors may cut your chance of becoming a victim of a crime. Keep your own safety and security in mind at all times. If you choose to drink, do so responsibly. And, remember, the use of drugs and alcohol is prohibited on University property.

Project ID: Students who have any valuables on campus may take advantage of the Security Officers’ Project ID program. Project ID is a practical approach to crime (theft) prevention where Campus Safety & Security will engrave valuables such as VCRs, stereo, etc. with a recognized identification code.

Questions/Concerns on Project ID or Crime Prevention Tips?

Contact: Cpl. Sean Paulley at spaulley@jwu.edu or 598-2947

J&W Crime Alerts

February 10, 2001

Providence Police arrested a female student for violating John Hazen White Building and charged her with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.

January 14, 2001

Providence Police arrested a male student and charged him with an assault for an incident that occurred in front of Mama’s Metro Café.

January 16, 2001

East Providence police arrested a male student and charged him with possession of marijuana and possession of mushrooms (a felony).

January 17, 2001

Providence Police arrested a male student resident at McNulty Hall for possession of marijuana.

January 18, 2001

Cranston Police arrested a male student on an outstanding warrant from the New Haven.

An Island of Unspoiled Charm and Sophistication ~ BARBADOS ~

Barbados is the eastern most Caribbean Island. It is located at 13.4N, 54.4W, 166 square miles and made up of 11 parishes. Barbados was first occupied by the British in 1627 and remained a British colony until internal autonomy was granted in 1961. The island gained full independence in 1966, and maintains ties to the British monarch represented in Barbados by the Governor General, and it is a member of the Commonwealth.

The national flag of Barbados is composed of three equal vertical panels—the center panel of gold and the outer panels of ultramarine. A broken trident in black is located in the center of the flag. Blue represents the sea and sky of Barbados, while gold represents the sand of the island’s beaches. The symbol at the center of the flag represents the Trident of the mythical sea God Neptune. The shaft of the trident is broken, symbolizing Barbados’ break from Britain.

The Grant of Arms conveyed by royal warrant was presented to the President of the Senate by Her Majesty the Queen in 1966—the year Barbados gained independence from Britain.

The Golden Shield carries two Proud Barbados flowers (the National Flower) and the Bearded Fig Tree (after which Barbados is named). The shield is supported by a dolphin (symbol of the sea industry) and by a pelican (after a small island called Pelican Island which existed off Barbados). Above the shield is a helmet and mantling, and above is a hand of a Barbadian holding two crossed pieces of sugar-cane (symbolic of the Barbados sugar industry). The cross formed by the cane is a reference to the cross on which St. Andrew was crucified—Barbados’ independence day is celebrated on November 30th, Saint Andrews Day.

The Highlight of The Annual Cultural Calendar is The Crop Over Festival. This Festival originated on the sugar plantation as a means of celebrating the end of the sugar cane harvest season. The Crop Over Festival was reviewed in 1974 after a period of depression and involves community participation in fairs, concerts, car parades and other cultural activities with an integral component being the Calypso Competition and crowning of the Calypso Monarch. Today it is an expression of the culture, music, dance and creativity.

The National Dish is Crab soup and Flying-fish and is eaten regularly there.

Tax tangles to untangle?

www.springbreak sopadre.com

You can’t resolve an ongoing tax issue through the usual IRS channels? You face significant hardship unless relief is granted? You may qualify for a personal tax relief advocate. Please toll-free 1-877-777-4728.
The Hospitality College Happenings

* Did you take Sanitation Management PM1080 last term? The certificates are now available in X119. Stop by to pick up your Sanitation Certificate between the hours of 7am and 4:30 pm Monday through Friday. The passing grade for ServSafe certification is 75 percent.

If you need to retake the exam? The retake examination will be held on Tuesday, February 6th from 3 pm-5 pm in X105. Students needing to retake the exam need to sign up in X119.

Thank you to Connie Cahill, food safety specialist, for the American Egg Board for visiting Prof. Elsbeth, Prof. Boyland, and Prof. Fair’s Foods 1 (FM1070) and Food Fundamentals (FM1010) Classes on January 25th. Egg safety, HACCP (hazard analysis critical control point) issues, and foodservice trends were discussed.

* The deadline has been extended! Have you considered summer school? How about a term abroad? Any person with two free Hospitality electives and one free elective (R- Elect) and a 2.75 GPA can apply. This is a full 15 credit semester completed over the summer in one or more weeks, depending on the trip.

* Would you like to spend three weeks in Belgium, Belgium and Paris, France? If you would like to study abroad contact Professor Welding, Room 420D/B, or visit her in XL10 to pick up an information packet.

* Another term abroad trip this summer is going to Themisalkon, Greece. If you would like to spend four weeks in Greece contact Mr. Eldred Boker for more information in X309 or at 598-463.

* HSMAI (Hospitality Sales and Marketing International) come and meet Joe Rogan, President of HSMAI New England, Founder of the Boston Reader Broad Company, and General Manager of the Ramada in Manchester, New Hampshire. Mr. Rogan would like to discuss the role of the industry and improve their involvement and how HSMAI New England can help in this effort. All students are welcome and HSMAI members are encouraged to attend. The meeting will be held Thursday, February 1st from 3pm – 4pm in the Xavier Academic Building on the first floor. Room number to be determined.

Events In Entrepreneurship
Larry Friedman International Center for Entrepreneurship
School of Global Management

Friday, February 9
Food Service Entrepreneurship
9:30-11 am, Shea High School, Pawtucket, RI

This is one of numerous presentations to high school students, high school guidance counselors, and parents of high school students produced by the staff of the Center. Members of the Center are available to make presentations towards the Northeast. For more information, please call the Center at 401-598-2232.

ANY MAJOR CAN JOIN SUMMER STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS!

There is still a little time left to enrol in one of the Summer Study Abroad programs offered by the School of Global Management. The choices include: Eastern Europe (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary & Austria); Mexico (Mexico City, Cuernavaca); Australia; and Holland. While those enrolled in the School of Global Management programs have an International Experience included as part of their curriculum, these study abroad programs are open to all majors at Johnson & Wales University. To find out more about the study experience, electives of the students, and see if you might be interested in one of the programs, students are required to sign up for the courses on their audit. The challenge is always to actually DO IT! And of course, we believe that ANYONE can aspire to and achieve this once-in-a-lifetime experience of traveling and studying abroad with a group of University peers. For those who really want to spend part of the summer of 2001 in another country, the steps are clear:

ATTITUDE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE! We encourage all students who want to study abroad for the Summer of 2001 to begin with a positive mental attitude about achieving the goal of a study abroad experience. This is a critical first step.

The next step is to DECIDE that you WANT to go, NEED to go, MUST go. With that decision completed, the next step is to implement an aggressive stance with regard to completing the paperwork and forms, getting a passport, and finding the funds to pay for the experience. This exact process was recently followed by a student who had all but given up hope of traveling abroad this summer. But once she made the decision that she was going to go abroad, her attitude and actions suddenly changed. Every previous barrier—from paperwork to funding the trip—suddenly seemed smaller. The biggest hurdle—money—she overcame in less than 6 hours after she adopted her new positive attitude! She leaves for Europe in June!

Want to go abroad this summer? Need your attitude improved? Please call Professor Proudfoot at 598-2220 for a personal strategy to help make summer study abroad a reality!

SUMMER STUDY ABROAD ON THE WEB: Entrepreneurship in Eastern Europe and Entrepreneurship in Mexico (Summer Work Abroad Program-SWAP)—on the web at www.gabriolad.com. You'll find a listing of each program, highlights of the trip costs, and what is included in each program. HOW TO DO IT: Simply log on to the site. Click on Study Abroad. At the Country menu, click on either Poland or Mexico. Scroll down till you find the word Entrepreneurship in the title. Want more info? Call us at 598-2232.

Cabaret
Wednesday, February 7
What good is sitting alone in your room...
Discount Tickets - Student tix available $20 w/valid student ID
Limit 2 per ID
Faculty & Staff tix available $45 w/valid ID
Tickets may be purchased at CBSGI and HRC, 2nd floor.
For more info, call x1195

Harborside Gym Hours: Mon.- Fri. 8am - 10pm
Fri. & Sat. 8am - 8pm
Sun. - 8am 10pm

Library Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8:00 AM - 12 Midnight
Fri. 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Sat. 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Sun. 12 Noon - 12 Midnight

Have A Say.....
CAMPUSHERALD@JWU.EDU
Office Hour: 2pm - 9pm Mon.-Thurs.
598-2867

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Do you have a few hours available in your day?
If so, your American Cancer Society could use your help!
We are located in Pawtucket
only one mile off of Exit 27
For more information please call Lauren Burch at
722-8480 ext. 224
Rhode Island Restaurant Tour
Blue Fin Grille
Cheri L., David H., Brian K.

This week's venture took us to the corner of Orms and Charles Street. The three musketeers, as we call ourselves, decided to try the Blue Fin Grille, per a recommendation from a few of the staff members that we all know, who work in the Marriott. The dining room, which is a split level layout, is situated in the back right of the main lobby. Linen and little fish napkin holders make the tables highly attractive. All of the servers are professionally groomed, and their uniforms go with the ocean decor.

The food here is succulent and well prepared. The most novel aspect is what makes the food much more enjoyable. Not to say the food was bad in any means. It was just the complete opposite. Full of flavors and unique combinations. David wanted to compare their Blue Fin Grille with our own Bong Buns (a.k.a. Bacon Cheeseburger). This was far by the best Bacon cheeseburger he has ever eaten. Watch out Chelo's..... You definitely have some competition for the top hamburger in Rhode Island, which is done by the Rhode Island Monthly. This burger was lean and was served with two huge slices of bacon and some cheddar cheese. Brian, with tradition, went with his prime rib. Now he did say this wasn't the best prime rib we have had, but it was definitely very delightful. Cheri just went with a Garden salad and a bowl of New England Style Clam chowder. The salad was presented with styler dress had tall mini garlic sticks, and had a garden of fresh vegetables.

This food we definitely worth while and is highly recommended for a dinner date before a show at PPAC. The menu is a la carte, meaning nearly everything is priced individually. This brought the price up a little more than other places we have visited. It was worth it. We highly suggest the Blue Fin Grille. Until next time......Happy dining!!

LENNA'S LIBRARY FEATURING: L. RON HUBBARD PRESENTS WRITERS OF THE FUTURE XVI
L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the Future Volume XVI is a compilation of 13 new short stories picked by professional writers in the field of speculative fiction as the best stories received in Writers of the Future competition.

The 13 short stories all tell of a different time, a different place and a different lifestyle. The first story tells a tale of a man, his robot butler, and robotic garden maiden. The man is planning on selling the genetic make-up of the garden maiden to a gene-broker. There are many events that take place and, at the end, life is not what is was before.

Other stories talk about space traveling, heroes and villains.

There are essays by Hubbard, the controversial founder of the Church of Scientology, on research, an essay on art by Judith Holman and an essay on the basics of writing by Agis Budry.

The contest is open to new science fiction and fantasy artists. To receive the official rules, e-mail The Campus Herald and the information will be sent to you. Please include your present address.

I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in science fiction. You can learn from, think about and question many aspects of the stories.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Dear Johnson & Wales Community

By: Jennifer Bouville

I am a senior at J W & G, graduating in February with a degree in Hotel-Restaurant Management. In my past three years, I have been required to fulfill certain criteria before reaching this point. One of the criteria is to successfully complete a full-semester, 13.5 credit internship at one of the University's two practicum properties. I am now in the middle of my internship at the Johnson & Wales Inn, and agree that it is a valid experience, and is a great experience to transfer here.

For those unaware of this internship program, it consists of 11 weeks spent working in various locations of the property. We do everything from front desk to housekeeping, and from serving table to physically preparing the food served. This internship is designed to provide students with an all-access "backstage" look at the working of a full-service hotel. Internships provide many students with their first glimpses at what they are getting into, and for many students, their first real "job." I say "job," because we are, in fact, working for the University, working very hard, without financial incentive. This, however, is not what I consider the problem.

My concern begins with the University. I have noticed many subliminal double standards throughout the hallowed halls of J & W. The most prominent, of course, are the ideas that we are a career college. I admit that this is a reason I chose to transfer here three years ago. For the most part, the school lives up to this ideal, but they are slack in a very important area - work experience.

Like most students here, I have managed to hold a nearly full-time job outside of my studies. Like many hospitality students, I was a part-time job in a coffee shop that led me to consider a career in hospitality. A field to be entered only by those who know the meaning of hard work, long hours, and virtually no free time to one's self. I know the rigorous requirements, and still tend to advance because this intensiveness draws me in. I have worked in restaurants for nearly eight years, and have held positions from bussing tables to managing a busy summer-sea restaurant. Having said and done all this, Why does the University claim that I still need to fulfill the two-week restaurant rotation with in my internship experience? Are they challenging my capabilities and experience, or are they trying to mold me into the J & W method? Once February rolls around, and I begin working in the "real world," the J & W method is no longer of use to me.

The Campus Herald encourages students to submit "Letters to the Editor" expressing issues, concerns, or ideas that you may have about the University, Providence, or social issues. Letters should be free of offensive language and discriminatory expressions, and not be degrading to any one culture. Letters will only be published if they are signed.

Articles can be submitted to The Campus Herald either by dropping them off to the office located on the 3rd floor of the CBCSI building or e-mail them to campus.portal@jwu.edu

The Campus Herald Staff
The Student Government Association wishes to congratulate the brothers of Delta Sigma Phi on your re-chartering. Your dedication and perseverance should be an example to all of the students of Johnson & Wales. Good luck in your future endeavours.

Attention Past
Community Service Learning Volunteers!

If you successfully completed the Community Service Learning Experience component, your certificate can be obtained.

To request you certificate, you may come to the Feinstein Community Service Center, 3rd Floor of The Arcade, 9 am - 4:30 pm Monday through Friday

If you have any questions, please call extension 1260

Now is the time of the year that culinary and baking and pastry students are planning their co-op. Many of them are looking for the right site to diversify themselves and give them experience that will set them apart from their competitors. Being a step ahead is always better than being one step behind. Many students feel that the best way for them to get their competitive edge is to study abroad and get a grip on the industry from a different country. Johnson & Wales University has two programs set aside for students who really have the motivation to learn on a higher level. In a foreign country students get the opportunity to study from different chefs, learn foreign cuisines, work with a variety of foods, learn new cooking techniques and styles, work around a language barrier, hone their skills, and become exposed to new food trends. Aside from enhancing their resume, they get a whole new world to explore and a whole new culture to become exposed to from the inside out.

Imagine going to culinary school in Europe or working in a four star hotel in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Johnson & Wales University has programs that can put you in these settings. International Exchange, one program, is set up so students are allowed to attend classes in France, the Netherlands, or Ireland and work at the same time. Students generally work three days a week and go to culinary school two days a week. International Co-op, the second program, lets students concentrate on working full time, and a wider array of sites are available in Europe, U.S. Virgin Islands, South America and Turkey. All sites provide room and board for the students.

I personally had the opportunity to participate in the International Exchange program to the Netherlands. I was there for two weeks and I lived in a tiny hotel room during my stay. Most of the students, including myself, were sick for a large portion of our stay. The culinary school I attended was Amsterdam College voor Hotel en Gastroonome, and the work site that was assigned to me was a restaurant called D’Vijf Vleughen (The Five Flies). The restaurant I worked for was built in 1627 and had the busiest month in its 400-year history while I was there. At work, I learned many new and very useful skills, but I also learned how the kitchen brigade system really works. Every one in the restaurant was a professional and had finished seven years of chef’s school. The exposure was awesome. In school we learned about the game, the preparation of food, vegetables, meats, seafood, and potatoes. Upon completion of the program I became a certified ‘Chef d’Patisserie’ according to European standards. Now, not only do I have an overload of new ideas, but I also have much higher standards than I had before. I also now know the streets of Amsterdam very well and I saw many of the tourist attractions while I was there. After completing the program chefs don’t seem to intimidate me as much, I am more appreciative to be living in America, and I am more independent. I don’t think that I could ever get that experience anywhere else.

If you think that one of these programs could be for you than you should consider the requirements. For both the International Exchange and the International Co-op programs you need a 3.0, GPA, a clean campus judicial record, at least one semester co-op work experience, and fulfill your freshman requirements. For further information on International Exchange contact Dan McKee in his office located by the soda machines across from the Cafe Commons. For information on International Co-op all should contact John Eingelhorn in the Career Success office located in the HAC building.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
GREETING THE NEW DAY
A special blessing and removal of the new day.
First Unitarian Church of Cleveland
11 a.m. - 11:30 a.m., MULTICULTURAL CENTER

COTTON CLUB MIXER
Come mix and mingle with members of the Harlem Renaissance through jazz and poetry.
1 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 1:50 p.m., MULTICULTURAL CENTER

FRIDAYS, FEBRUARY 2
CUISINE WITH KNOWLEDGE
Open House for President of Asian Culinary Alliance and an Asian American chef in celebration of Black History Month;
12 noon, 12:30 p.m., MULTICULTURAL CENTER

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3
ZETA PHI BETA APOLLO SHOW
2nd Floor of the Union
1:30 p.m., 2:00 p.m., APOLLO AUDITORIUM

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 4
SOUL FOOD SUNDAY DINNER & SPEAKER
7:00 p.m.
HOSPITALITY CENTER - 4th ROOM

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5
AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY BOWL
GAME SHOW
The African American History Bowl is a fun and interactive game show in which the entire student body can compete. The event is designed to provide students with a fun way to learn about African American history.
6:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m., PEPSI FORUM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
COMMUTER TUESDAY: FAMOUS FOTOS
A photo session with the top photographers of African American History.
10:30, 11:00 a.m., CHESTNUTT

KAPPA ALPHA PSI SPIKE LEE FILM FESTIVAL
1:00 p.m., 1:30 p.m., MULTICULTURAL CENTER

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
KITCHEN KOLLECTIVE
Speaker: Mark Peter, Hip-Hop Educator
An exploration of the role of the kitchen in African American culture through hip-hop, enjoyable lecture and workshop.
7:00 p.m., PEPSI FORUM

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
NAPPY BLACK WOMEN AND THE POLITICS OF HAIR
A workshop on the history of hair and the politics of beauty.
1:00 p.m., MULTICULTURAL CENTER

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14
KAPPA ALPHA PSI & SIGMA GAMMA PHI AUCTION
Proceeds to benefit the United Negro College Fund
7:00 - 8:00 p.m., CHESTNUTT

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15
APOLLO THEATER TRIP
3rd Floor of the Union
3:00 p.m.
HARBORIDES RECREATION CENTER - MULTIPURPOSE ROOM

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17
GROOVE PHI GROOVE & KAPPA ALPHA PSI PARTY
11:00 p.m., College of Education
9:00 p.m., PEPSI FORUM

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 18
THE ESSENCE OF AFRICA: EXTRAVAGANZA
Dances that will be consumed for the Black History Month gala.
7:00 - 9:30 p.m., PEPSI FORUM

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
ALPHA BLACK HISTORY MONTH CANDY SHOW
Come and see your knowledge of Black History! Candy bars from other college campuses. Cash prizes for the winners.
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
SODAMON - 801 - BROWN UNIVERSITY

Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Office of Campus Ministry with assistance from NAAC PME, Campus Center for Social Concerns, Joe Hill Blues Society, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Groove Phi Groove, Women's Center Committee, G.A.D.S.

Pick up your Black History Month passport at any of the scheduled events, at the Multicultural Center, or at the Citizens Bank Center for Student Involvement to win prizes and be eligible to enter the Book Scholarship drawing.

JOHNSON & WALES UNIVERSITY
"A Glimpse at What's Hot in Cosmetics for 2001!

By - Melanie Aton

If makeup is your thing, look no further. The hottest colors for Spring 2001 are emerging and this article will forecast a variety of the top colors and looks of the season. Read on to get a sneak peek at the cosmetic colors for the upcoming season.

According to Nina White, Vice President of cosmetics marketing for L’Oréal, the spring season will bring out a "resurgence of femininity, delicacy, and sheerness." As for shades, she specified a "return to pink, along with accents of lemon green." Cover Girl makeup artist B.J. Gillian says that pinks and purples are big for the season, while green shades like a pale pistachio is the "new neutral.

The warm pink, peach, and orange tones favored in the Eighties are definitely making a strong comeback. From peachy-orange lip shades to Ecstasy Lipcolor in Mango Smoothie to orange-peach eye colors, orange is definitely the rage in cosmetics. But sheer pinks and purples will also be sharing the spotlight.

Popular looks for spring will include a rimmed eye, glossy-moist lips, and brush, which is making a big comeback. Also, the classic red lip color, in addition to the Fifties-inspired black eyeliner and new shades of both will be hot this season. Glosses are undoubtedly still hot. Shine, though, is also moving to other parts of the face via powders and skin glosses.

Whatever your makeup style may be, feeling confident and beautiful is always the most important aspect of wearing cosmetics. This spring will tout and attitude of freedom and fun, to be personalized with each person's individual style.

"Lingerie" - Do you and your Valentine have a color?

By - Jacqueline Mancu

Lingerie is an accessory for every woman’s wardrobe. Especially on special occasions like Valentine’s Day. Any man would appreciate a little flesh, but it goes beyond g-string and black lace. Getting the guts to wear lingerie in front of your partner is like a battle.

The real dilemma is, "what color?" Yes, this is crucial. Color is the entrance into the sexual setting because it is the first thing seen. Depending on the length of your relationship whether it is two weeks or two years will determine your color scheme. Anywhere from two weeks to six months, your color is white. While the essence of innocence. A young relationship, you want to expose soft, precious image. White will also leave your room for future sex appeal without taking away from its current enticing confluence. For an intermediate relationship consisting of six months to one year will require an array of color. Since the relationship has progressed, variety will keep interest different. Colors will express different moods. Therefore leaving room for a creative presentation. Finally for a matured relationship, usually more than a year old, elegance is a must. Where there is elegance and class, not to mention maturity there is black. Black enhances sexual frenzy. This color incenses exotic nature, but still leaves your partner questioning whether to take it off or admire them for being in a near existent situation.

One accessory that has been seen last season and is sure to be seen around everyone’s waists this season are belts. Four popular belts to clinch to your waist this season are the knotted leather belt, the hip-wrap chain, the low-alung hip belt, and the brood waist belt. Here are four new ways you can wear these belts.

If you want to highlight your curves, the knotted leather belt is a way to do it without you realizing it. It doesn’t only give your curves an extra look, but it also gives you a boy scout look with the knot-ed, that hasn’t been seen. This belt looks great with a trench coat or even over a mini-dress. This hip-wrap chain was in last season, as well as this season, but instead of wrapping them tight around your waist let them hang on your hips. Wrap them over a shirt or use it to accessorize your work suit.

If you want to draw attention to your hips the low-alung hip belt is ideal and it looks great with a pair of jeans or with a sexy mini dress. The broad waist belt helps you flaunt your hips. This super-wide belt wraps around your middle and you can wear it around a sweater or a flimsy dress.

The Colorful Hair Review...

What Color are you looking for?

By - Jess Naya

When you select a hair color, you not only make a statement about yourself, you tell the world who you are and with whom you want to be associated.

While you might be tempted to select just any color you may desire, your best bet is to match your eye color and skin color. Cool skin and eye tones are best complemented with cool shades. Warm, golden skin and eye tones look most natural with warm hair colors, such as golden blonde, brunette or red.

If you prefer a more natural look, stay within a few shades of your natural hair color. Do a bit lighter or darker, more golden or red, but avoid going from rich, dark brown hair to blazing red, unless daring is your style. Also, the farther you move from your natural hair color, the more obvious your roots will be as they grow out.

February 5
1965 Brandon Lee
1968 Uijeun Maitre Presley
1984 Lee Thompson Young
February 6
1947 Farrah Fawcett
1954 Christa Brinkley
February 7
1984 Norman Rockwell
1990 Morgan Fairchild
February 8
1913 Rosa Parks
1947 Dan Quayle
1959 Lawrence Taylor
1973 Oscar De La Hoya
February 9
1962 Jennifer Jason Leigh
February 10
1965 Baby Ruf
1949 Tom Bosley
1954 Bob Shore
1960 Natalie Cole
1962 Jill Rose
February 11
1812 Charles Dickens
1962 Garth Brooks
1966 Chills Rock
February 12
1909 Abraham Lincoln
1934 Bill Russell
1938 Judy Blume
1939 Joanna Kerman
1955 Rnett Hall
1980 Christa Ricci

* * *

Cinema Corner

Movie Reviews

By - Chiwa Nuosi

"Miss Congeniality", starring Sandra Bullock and Benjamin Braun was a story about an FBI agent (Sandra) who, with the help of the Bureau, went undercover as a participant in a beauty pageant, to uncover the plot to kill the winner of the competition. Sandra was not a lady, or even ladylike. So in order to make her one, she involved a lot of professionalism, which was a cause for constant, great laughter.

The addition of romance gave some flavor to the story. It wasn't too mushy or too nonchalant. It was not a Cinderella love story, but it certainly produced a Cinderella. The cast members included Michael Caine, Candice Bergen and Marc Lawrence who made the movie into a smashing success. I will definitely recommend this movie to anybody. Great performance, awesome plot, and an amazing cast.

It is money well spent.

Chika gives this movie **

When you mix the FBI, CIA, NYPD, and the Mexican Police Force, what do you get? "Double Take."

Starring in this movie was Eddie Griffin and the "make 7UP" you got. The story was about a Wall Street investor who got mixed up in some bad business, with the wrong client. His boss betrayed him, and he was unaware of this fact. Anyway, somehow all through the movie, Eddie kept popping out and helping-brother him. Also Eddie was supposedly a crazy murderer and something else. In the end, a lot of people from the CIA, FBI, NYPD, FBI, SLA, GAC, LWU, etc. were all looking for the "7UP." It was a hilarious movie, a good cast, and an "interesting" plot. There were too many people starring in the movie, so I couldn't keep up with who was what, but the most important thing was that the bad guys were killed or died and the good guys lived on. Ain't that sweet!!

"One of the Funniest Movies I have seen in the past year"
Where is MASE of Harlem World?

An insight to the life of Mason Betha

By - Heather Goode

Who was this guy with the "lazy flow", baby face and it cut us as could be. This Florida born, Harlem raised rapper started appearing on tracks with a variety of artists, from tracks with Puff Daddy, the late, great label mate Notorious BIG, Mariah Carey, Total, and Brandy. He was Mason Betha known in the hip-hop world as Mase. His first solo album, 1996's Harlem World, debuted on the Billboard charts for weeks and sold three million copies. Harlem World carried out a number of hits from "Feel So Good", "What You Want", and "Lookin' At Me". He received numerous amounts of success from performing with rap partner Puff Daddy. Appearing on many tracks on Puff daddy's certified seven-times platinum album No Way Out.

By this time, this rapper was known by all hip-hop gurus and became a household name. Soon Mase was looking into other aspects of the music business, he was blowing up so fast, faster than he or Puff ever expected. In late 1998 and early 1999, Mase started his own label. All Out records, which included his twin sister Stason, brother Blink-Blind, and other non-family members. This formed the group Harlem World. Harlem World's record deal, with Mase's new management deal with ex-NBA player Magic Johnson. Magic Johnson Music, his appearances on all sort of magazines and his own highly anticipated album "Chase". June 15, it seemed like Mase was on a roll. It wasn't taking long for this 20-year-old, multi-platinum selling rapper to take the hip-hop world by storm.

But then appearing on April the issue of "Vibe", hip-hop magazine gained hip-hop followers and hip-hop fans. April 2000, Mase Betha shocked the world with announcing his retirement from rap. Saying he was hanging up his rhymes to pursue a religious life. The official statement was released on April 22, 1999. The statement came from Magic Johnson Music; statement read, "As of today Bad Boy's multi-platinum selling rapper Mase will be retiring from music to follow God, effectively immediately." Saying he would only do spoken word engagements to promote his new album. Including the following Mase's statement, Mase's label Bad Boy records backed his decision. Saying that they supported Mase's endeavors and held their utmost respect for the rapper. Their relationship with the rapper with Mase evolved to a higher level. But could we take this rapper serious? Early retirement is something we have heard previously from rappers and musicians. Some have stuck to the credits and some returned. It was the year 2000 and no one heard a word from this rapper. There were rumors flying everywhere. Mase was in college. Mase is coming out with a gospel record. Mase died. Where was Mase? It was rumored that the rapper Mase, is now known as Minister Mase. Minister Mase attended college in Clark Atlanta. He is now correcting in his words the damage he caused years ago by making music about woman and material possessions carry a great deal of importance. He is now correcting the word of God through his traveling crusade called Hell Is Not Fun with connection to his Atlanta based ministry Saving A Nation Endangered (SANE).

Mason Betha became a Licensed minister last December 29th by Pastor Jonathan Carter of Siloam Baptist Church in East Point, Ga. When asked about his rap career he responds by saying, "Mase the rapper is dead but I lived for a good cause. Instead of payment in money he has God's approval". He feels he has a child of God and that is all he approval he needs.

The International Noise Conspiracy is an example of the break-down/break-evolution. The lead behind the lyrical manu-
festo is Dennis Lyxzen. Dennis was formerly in a hard-core band named Refused which embodied the same power of expression in his lyrics/issues with capitalism and fight for new noise). After the bands recent breakup he set out to organize The Conspiracy. His Manifsto is simply the understanding of music and its functionist order, and how his band is carrying it. The words definitely define the band as much as the sound. References to The Who have been made and any other early sixties garage band, making noise and ordering views. The most interesting thing about the album is the sleeve. Its contents are not the lyrics but explanations of what the songs are about. They say it is their way of giving the listener a more full spectrum of the story behind the song. It works, it is the missing chapter in their Sociology text on music and conflict their story.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For Day School Students In The
College of Culinary Arts

THIRD TERM REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE RECREATION CENTER-
DELANY GYMNASIUM ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2000
9:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.

For Day School
Business/Hospitality/Technology Students

THIRD TERM REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE FINANCIAL PLANNING
OFFICE ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:

LAST NAME
A - E MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2000 9:00AM-3: 30PM
F - K TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2000 9:00AM-3: 30PM
L - P WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2000 9:00AM-3: 30PM
Q - V THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2000 9:00AM-3: 30PM
W - Z FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2000 9:00AM-3: 30PM

For information regarding the status of your account, contact your Financial Planner (401) 598-1465 * 1-800-DIAL-JWU, Ext. 1465 Email:fp@jwu.edu

TCH Calendar of events
Around Campus

Wednesday, January 31
The Campus Herald Released
Wildcat Volleyball vs River 7 pm HRC

Thursday, February 1
Greeting of a New Day - 11 am MCC
Cotton Club Mixer - 7 pm MCC
Temp. Tatoo - 4 pm HRC
Movie - "Girl Fight" 9 pm HRC
AA Meeting 7 pm RI Rm. Hosp.
Hockey & Suffolk 8 pm
Men's Basketball vs W. New England 7 pm HRC

Friday, February 2
Speaker: Jason Wallace 3 pm HRC 2 fl
Snowball Winter Formal - The Weith
CSF Small Group Leaders Training 2 pm x 2445

Saturday, February 3
205 Apollo Show 7 - 9 pm XA
MWA Wrestling 7:30 pm DD
Ladies Basketball & Somers 1 pm
Wrestling & Trinity 1 pm
Men's Basketball vs S. Vermont 3 pm HRC

Sunday, February 4
Soul Food Dinner 7 pm RI Rm. Hosp.
Mass 12 pm - XA
Newman Club Meeting 1:10 pm MCC
Movie Matinee: "Girl Fight" 2 pm HRC
SGA General Meeting 4 pm - U-Hall
UH Meeting 7 pm HRC
Wildcat Hockey vs W. New England 7:15 pm

Monday, February 5
African American History Bowl Game Show 8 pm PP
Creating Excellent Organizations - 9:30 pm PF

Tuesday, February 6
Campus Herald Deadline
"Take it to the Streets" 12:00 pm DC
"Do the Right Thing" 7 pm MCC
Tuesday Night Trivia 8 pm HRC
Dance Class 7:9 pm HRC
Ladies Basketball @ Emerson 8 pm
Men's Basketball @ Albertus Magnus 7:30 pm
Wrestling @ HRC 8 pm

Wednesday, February 7
Kulcha Collective: Hip-Hop Educator 7 pm PF
Pendragon 11:30 am PF
Bowling @ Billiards 7:10 pm HRC

Thursday, February 8
Nappy: Black Women and the Politics of hair 4 pm MCC
Relay, Relay, Relay 7 pm MCC
Take it to the Streets 7:30 pm Movie: Charlie's Angels 9 pm
AA Meeting 7 pm RI Rm. Hosp.
Hockey @ Suff Near
Men's Basketball vs Emerson 7 pm HRC

Friday, February 9
Diversity Workshop 9 am MCC
CSF Small Group Leaders Training 2 pm

Saturday, February 10
Women's Basketball vs St. Joseph College 1 pm HRC

Sunday, February 11
Gospel Fest 5 pm PF
Mass 12 pm XA
Newman Club Meeting 1:10 pm MCC
Movie Matinee: Charlie's Angels 2 pm HRC
UH Meeting 7 pm HRC
Hockey vs Nichols 5:15 pm
Wrestling at NE 7:45 am
Tai Chi 8:30 pm HRC

Monday, February 12
Hip-Hop Airbrush Artists 12 pm - 4pm CBCS
History of black organic 7 pm PF
Dr. Berman Berry 1, pm PF
FBLA-PBL March of Dimes Day - Chestnuts

Tuesday, February 13
Film & Discussion: Gay / Lesbian Student of Color 8 pm
School Dance 7 pm MCC
Tuesday Night Trivia 8 pm HRC
Dance Class 7 - 9 pm HRC
Basketball vs Albertus Magnus Ladies 1 - 7 pm Men - 8 pm
FBLA-PBL Bowling 9 pm Chestnuts

La Elegancia"
A baile to remember...

When: February 16th, 2001
Place: Pepsi Forum
Time: 8pm - 2am
Price: $12.00 per person
Included: Buffet Dinner & Dancing

Crowning ceremony of a new La Elegancia King & Queen!!

It's time to start thinking about graduate school.

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, February 10, 2001
9:00 a.m. to Noon
Registration: 9-10 a.m.
Program: 10 a.m. - Noon

Johnson & Wales University
Harborside Campus
Admissions Office

To confirm and receive directions, please call (401) 598-1055.

The Alan Shann Feinstein Graduate School
America's Career University

Global Business M.B.A.
With concentrations in:
Accounting: Organizational Leadership
International Trade Financial Management
Marketing:
Hospitality Administration M.B.A.
Teacher Education* M.A.
*Coral Gables/Orlando or Ft. Lauderdale

*Available Certification/Associate or Bachelor's
On January 21, 2001, the brothers of Delta Sigma Phi celebrated the night of their Ro-Chartering Banquet, at the Biltmore Hotel. There were many brothers from around the U.S. there, both from the past and present representing this fraternity. It was an honor to see these gentlemen from founding fathers, right into the Omega pledge class. Many thanks must go out to Brian Kello for the extensive amount of planning that went into this affair. Everything went off without a hitch, from the live music to the beautifully prepared food.

Speeches were made by alumni, current brothers and even Mark Burke, President of the Johnson & Wales campus in Denver, Colorado. We were very proud that night for all of our accomplishments, and we will strive to be the best, now and forever, as the future generations of brothers carry the name of Delta Sigma Phi.

By: Luis D. Denis

---

**Hammerheads**

---

**The Campus Herald - Student Activities**

---

**I F C**

---

**The Caribbean is noted for its lobsters.**

---

**The brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would like to welcome everyone back.**

---

The brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would like to welcome everyone back. We would like to thank all the ladies for coming to our great Christmas Party. Thanks to Shawn Bannon and Paul Cadime for keeping the fraternity alive! Congratulations to our new E-Board: President Dave Vadacs, Vice President/President of IFC, Shaun Baker, Vice President Justin Blackmer, Rush Chair Joe Dioladi, Historian Kevin Schifman. Sports Chair Ryan Goodwin. Also ZBT would like to say Happy Birthday to Brother Ivan, Brother Gilligan, Brother Sideswipe, Brother Bag-O-Bones and Brother Platsso.
Horoscopes

What events will take place this week?

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) ***Make an effort with another, if there is a flak, realize that you might be creating it. You have been swallowing a lot of anger lately. Concentrate on the job and on getting it done. Your ability to soothe another might be an asset, but take equally good care of your own feelings. Tonight: Work, Late.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) ***Emphasis is on success and making headway on a project. You use your assets to zero in on different approaches to your goal. A loved one or child might be full of energy and mischief. This person appreciates your admiring ways. Allow your Ingenuity to emerge. Tonight: Enjoy the moment.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) ***Build on established ground. Don’t worry so much about a touchy associate or friend. Sometimes you can’t make everyone happy. Avoid being overly sensitive with a family member or loved one; rather, express your strong feelings. Openness builds. Tonight: Do something you love.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) ***Explore possibilities. The only mistake you can make is to close down. Another clearly feels passionately about a situation. Let this person express his ideas. Keep your long-term focus and desires in mind. Tonight: Out and about.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) ***Be more aware of your spending. Don’t allow anyone to plunge you more into debt than you want to be. Discuss with a boss or associate take you in a new direction. These prove to be animated but most positive. Work as a team. You gain professionally. Today: Do something special for a loved one.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) ***Your personality helps an inti associate chill out. You know how to deal with this person, and you know how to get the results you want. Don’t undermine yourself, but know when you need to find an expert. Good news follows inquiries. Someone is definitely on your side. Tonight: Whatever makes you smile.

? Did You Know?

Interesting Facts to Brighten up Your Life

By: Deedee Edwards

http://www.motormadness.com

The car with the highest Miles Per Gallon (MPG) is the Team 1200 with 9,427 MPG. It could drive around the equator (24,902 miles) on only 2.5 gallons of petrol!

The longest custom-built car is the 16-wheeled, 60-foot (18.3 meters) Cadillac limousine. It features a swimming pool, hot tub, help desk, satellite dish, and crystal chandelier and ample luggage space.

http://www.nms.on.ca/fun_food_facts.htm

The average person eats almost 1500 pounds of food a year.

Peanuts are used in the manufacturing of dynamite.

A portion of the water you drink has already been drunk by someone else; maybe several times over.

In France, people eat approximately 500 million snares per year.

The founder of McDonald’s has a bachelor’s degree in Humorology.

East Side Apartments

4 - 5 BEDROOM
excellent locations
lots of amenities
utilities included
$325 per bedroom
available June 1

521-2000
272-1709

FEDERAL RENT
2 bdrm., good parking
Near downtown. $500 273-7244

PRIVACY PLUS - immaculate 2 bedroom, includes utilities, parking, on-site laundry.
$600/week, per month. Sec. Req. 223-0681 after 6 pm

Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica
From $449. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and more! Organize small group - earn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1

ACCOUNTING - Intern: Ocean State Job Lot is seeking senior year Accounting/Finance students for part-time internships in our corporate headquarters with employment opportunities upon graduation. Responsibilities include a variety of analytical tasks and assisting with the preparation of financial statements. The ideal candidate will have proficient knowledge of Excel/ Lotus, strong logical and analytical communication skills. For prompt consideration, send fax/e-mail your resume to: 30 Callaghan Road, 9th Floor, North Kingston, RI 02852, Attn: Controller. Fax: (401) 293-0327, e-mail: dsanta@yahoo.com.

House for rent. Modern 3 or 6 bed, 1.5 bath, walk to wall carpet, dishwasher, ceiling fans in living room, private sun deck off back house, A-D, T- system security, lights, parking for 3 or 6 cars. Call 215-337-9299, leave msg.

Quality apartments available.

East Side. 4 & 5 bdrm. $325 per bedroom. All utilities included. Lots of extras. Plenty of pigging. 272-1709.
Interactive Web Site for Graduate School
Recruiters and Prospective Students Launched

Educational Directories Unlimited, Inc. (EDU), the online service provider of GradSchools.com and Studyabroad.com, has re-launched the domain GradSchoolFair.com. The website will feature a chat room and discussion boards designed to bring recruiters and prospective students together in an online forum.

The re-launching of GradSchoolFair.com comes after the realization that traditional graduate school recruiting fairs have been dwindling in attendance for years. The website is an attempt to use the Internet to expand the current recruiting methods and allow for a technology-based platform where prospective students and recruiters can interact conveniently and in real-time.

"Today's students have grown up with technology, but even though they do most of their research online, there is still a need to interact with graduate school recruiters," said Mark Shvy, President of EDU. "GradSchoolFair.com allows students to achieve that interaction without leaving their computer. It also allows recruiters to sell their programs to students; they may otherwise have never been able to target. GradSchoolFair.com will be featured as the companion site to GradSchools.com, a leading source for online graduate school information. The site will be open 24/7 and is free of charge to all. GradSchoolFair.com can be accessed at http://www.gradschoolfair.com."

- Yes, because I fell the other day. The city should be more responsible for student safety.
  
  Marcie Rice
  Sophomore, Criminal Justice

- Yes, it is very unsafe to walk on the ice!
  
  Marcy Waxler
  Sophomore, Hotel Restaurant Management

- Yes, it's not safe. It is a path entry that's shoveled but the entire street isn't shoveled, so if you are walking quickly it is unsafe.
  
  Jason Badgio
  Junior, Entrepreneurship

- Yes, it’s slippery and we can trip. The snow is dirty.
  
  Nimarta Alwani
  Freshman, Hotel Mgmt.

Scott Volkswagen
260 Newport Ave. (Rte 1A)
East Providence, RI 02916
401.438.5555 www.ScottVw.Com

Volkswagen! • Volkswagen! • Volkswagen!
RI’s Largest Exclusive VW Dealer.

New and Pre-Owned Vehicles
Sales • Service • Body Shop

Winter Movie Series ~
Girl Fight
Thursday, February 1 - 9 pm
Sunday Matinee - 2 pm
Harborside Rec. Center

J & W Student Speak Out

By Marie Bonhomme & Heather Goode

Do you feel that the City of Providence should issue summons to those who do not shovel their sidewalks? Yes/No and why?

NorthEast Auto Show

Plenty of Fun for all Ages

Starting on January 18th, the NorthEast Auto Show rolled into town and attracted thousands of car lovers, kids and families from across Rhode Island and Mass. Many of the people who attended the car show were looking to purchase and automobile within the next few months or even to see the concepts cars that were on display.

This year's show had ten concepts that included the Ford Thunderbird, the Jeep Wrangler, and a unique car from Chrysler. As you entered the show you saw array of colors. The Dodge exhibit was all in "Fire Red," this was said to be done because of the current advertising theme Dodge has. One of the bigger displays was General Motors. Their exhibit included Saturn, Chevrolet, and GMC. The new Chevy Trailblazer turned heads with its low, sleek, and smooth styling.

Located outside the convention hall was the Porsche Boxster and 911. These two were great to sit in and think about all that speed under the hood. Next to them was the Mercedes-Benz, displaying the S-500 and the new redesigned C-Class. Which includes the Sport Shift package, that is well liked by younger buyers.

Adventuring upstairs you found the colorful SABAs, sleek Toyotas, KIA, and ISUZU. The cars on display were more average cars you would see in a showroom or on your way to the grocery store.

The auto show has left Providence, but the spirit of the finer displays still walk around the city. 2001 is a new year, we must wait and see what will surface for next year's show.

Picture by - Catarina

Jeep Dakar
Jeep's Concept
four door Wrangler
Where would you like to climb to?

2000 Porsche Boxster
On display for people to get in and dream away
Wildcat Hockey Bounces Back after First League Lost

League Leaders in scoring maintain confidence for ‘Cats

Okay, okay, so the Johnson & Wales hockey team lost a league game. Don’t panic. The ‘Cats are fine. In fact, they’re in just as solid a shape now as they were when they lost that 6-5, overtime heartbreaker to Tufts last week.

The Wildcats were a bit miffed after Tufts put a controversial end to J & W’s eight-game league unbeaten streak, but, while Johnson & Wales prepared to beat Assumption in their next encounter, Tufts was an upset victim at the hands of Worcester State. That game left the Jumbos right back where they started when they came into Schneider Arena to play the Wildcats. J & W, Tufts, and Wentworth are thus still even in the loss column, with one “L” in ECAC Northeast play. But the Wildcats, who were 10-1 going into the Assumption game, have played all but two of the league’s top teams. Tufts and Wentworth have yet to play the rest of the top clubs, and Wentworth hosts J & W on the final day of the regular season.

No matter, back to the matter at hand. Simply put, Johnson & Wales may have dropped a game, but the Wildcats had a darn good week of hockey to position themselves atop the league standings. The ‘Cats knocked off two playoff contenders behind the brick wall known as goaltender Scott Jacob. The senior standout stopped 62 of the 63 shots as the Wildcats beat Salve Regina and Plymouth State. Jacob registered his third shutout of the year in the intra-state game with Salve. His twin brother, Wildcat captain Tony Jacob had two points in each of the three games last week, while the ‘Cats also got two goals from Scott Feeney against Salve Regina.

Wildcats abound in the ECAC’s latest list of statistical leaders. The team itself is number two in scoring, averaging 5.11 goals per game; and second in defense, allowing just 2.63 goals per game. J & W is first in the conference in special teams play.

Scott Graham and Chris Thuman are tied for the number-three spot in the league in scoring, each with 29 points. Tony Jacob’s 27 points place him sixth in the race.

Graham’s 15 goals rank him third in the conference, while Thuman’s 15 assists place him fifth in that category. Feeney is second in both shorthanded points and shorthanded goals.

Scott Jacob, meanwhile, is rated second in the Northeast in both goals-against average (2.64 goals per game), and save percentage (.926).

The ‘Cats move on to play a dangerous team from Suffolk University in Boston, on Thursday night, then host Western New England at Schneider Arena on Sunday night. One week later, on Sunday, February 11th, the Wildcats host Nichols. Then comes the final regular-season weekend of the year, and the two huge games at home against Umass-Dartmouth on Saturday, the 17th at 8:15, and at Wentworth in the finale on Sunday, the 18th.

Johnson & Wales

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

James Gilbert Jr., Entrepreneurship, Bristol, NH: For the past three seasons, he’s been a model of consistency, and has been one of the leaders of a Johnson & Wales wrestling team that is still only in its infancy. In just three years, Gilbert, along with fellow juniors Keith Dixon and Jo-Be Whitley, and sophomores Kevin Vees, Dave Paquette, Dan Montgomery, and Tom Nowak, have formed a solid nucleus for coaches Lonnie Morris and Brian Allen to build upon. But it’s Gilbert who has spent most of the past three years in the New England Division III rankings at 157 pounds, and he’s sure to become the standard-bearer for wins in a career when he completes his eligibility in the winter of 2002. But “Gilly” is also a classroom star. He’s been on the Dean’s List as often as he’s been in the New England rankings, and, with Dixon, was named to the National Collegiate Wrestling Coaches’ Academic All-American team last year. Gilbert’s virtually a lock to become a two-time Academic All-American this spring.

HAWAIIAN BRONZE TANNING SALON

On both the RIPTA and Trolley Routes!!

New Bulbs!!

Buy 5 visits, get 1 FREE!!!!!!

Discounts with Student I.D.

159 IVES STREET PROVIDENCE 421-5221
NFL Hall of Fame Candidates for 2001

Marv Levy
Coaches
Coach...1978-1982 Kansas City Chiefs; 1986-1997 Buffalo Bills...Regular-season record: 143-112-0...Postseason record: 11-6-0...Overall record: 154-120-0...Ranked 10th in NFL history at the time of his retirement...Under Levy, Chiefs improved each season from a 4-12 in 1978 to 9-7 in 1981...Left Chiefs following 3-6 strike-shortened season, 1982...Set a new standard for NFL, head coaches when he took Bills to four consecutive Super Bowls...Guided Bills to playoffs in eight of 11 seasons...Ranked fifth in postseason victories among all-time NFL head coaches with 100-plus wins...Posted back-to-back 13-3 records with the Bills, 1990, 1991...NFL Coach of the Year, 1990...AFC Coach of the Year in 1989, 1989, 1993, 1995...Began pro coaching career as kicking coach for the Eagles, 1969...Directs school of football operations, Montreal Alouettes (CFL), 1995.

Lynn Swann
Wide Receiver
1974-1982 Pittsburgh Steelers...Nine seasons, 115 games...No. 1 draft pick (21st overall), 1974...Used primarily on punt returns as rookie, saw limited action as wide receiver...Became a regular wide receiver his second season and responded with 49 catches for 761 yards and league-high 11 touchdowns...Earned season by winning MVP honors in Super Bowl X with superlative 161 yards gained on four receptions...Included was a 64-yard game-winning catch...Career record: 336 receptions for 5,460 yards, 51 touchdowns...364 career reception yards ranked first in Steelers-Bow record book when he retired...Had 41 punt returns for 577 yards, 1 touchdown and 14.1-yard average as rookie...Scored 316 points on 53touchdowns...All-Pro, 1975, 1977, 1978, All-AFC three times...In three Pro Bowls.

Brock, Daignault, and Lowery team up to surge Wildcats past unbeaten Suffolk

They had played better they had all season. The J&W men's basketball team had run up an 18-point lead over previously unbeaten Suffolk, and were on the verge of blowing the Rams out of the Horizon RAC. But the ball was clipped away, and got back to within 13, then ten, then seven, then four, just then two, with 3:40 to go in the game. The Wildcats were in trouble.

Then tightening-stitch, dressed just like Justin Bryant. As time expired on the shot clock on the Wildcats' 22nd possession of the game, Bryant's prayer from the J&W sideline found nothing but net, and a 68-66 lead became a 70-68 lead, which would be the final score. The 300 or so in the stands went nuts. The flustered Rams missed their three next opportunities downcourt, the Wildcats took care of business at the foul line, and when the final buzzer sounded, the 'Cats had come up with a win, by the score of 64-72.

The What the shot provided, though, was electrifying. The 300 or so in the stands went nuts. The flustered Rams missed their three next opportunities downcourt, the Wildcats took care of business at the foul line, and when the final buzzer sounded, the 'Cats had come up with a win, by the score of 64-72.

Bryant not found a way to hit the three, let's go out there.

Men's Basketball Knocks Off Suffolk

Bryant, Daignault, and Lowery team up to surge Wildcats past unbeaten Suffolk

Jackie Slater
Tackle...1979-1981 Los Angeles/St. Louis Rams...20 seasons, 259 games...Retired tied for third most seasons played in NFL history...His 259 regular-season games played was most by offensive lineman at the time of his retirement...Manny of Rams offensive line, was first- or second-team All-Pro choice five seasons and first- or second-team All-NFC choice seven times...Known for work ethic and leadership skills, earned seven Pro Bowl berths (1986, 1989-1991, 1993-1995)...A powerful drive blocker, 24 different quarterbacks and 37 different running backs played behind Slater during career...Blocked for four different 1,000-yard rushers...Played in 107 games in which runner gained 100-plus yards...Twenty-seven times Rams' quarterbacks passed for 300-plus yards in a game with Slater as block...In 1983, Rams offensive line allowed 16-sack-12 sack with Eric Dickerson also rushed for rookie record 1,038 yards...Veteran of 18 playoff games.

Mike Munchak
Guard...1982-1993 Houston Oilers...12 seasons, 159 games...Selected by Houston in the first round (8th play) of 1980 NFL Draft...Earning starting left guard spot as a rookie...Devastating blocker, Munchak was key to an offensive line that kept the Oilers at or near top of NFL's offensive statistical categories...Became an offensive line leader...Slack led line that gave up just 24 quarterback sacks, fourth best in the NFL...Following season, offensive line held opponents to no sacks allowed six times...Named All-Pro four times...All-AFC seven times and selected to play in nine Pro Bowls.
Not just a place... a destination

Fast Food
Cool Clothes
Cosmic Connections

at the heart of Providence since 1828

Ask about gift certificates good at all The Arcade businesses.

The Arcade is available after hours for parties and private events. For information about function, office or shop space, please call The Arcade (401) 598-1049.

65 Weybosset Street
Providence, R.I.
598-1199

Monday — Friday: 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Saturday: 11 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Call for special holiday and seasonal hours